
 

SETTLEMENT 

 

Settlement is all about where people live and why they live there. 

We will study all about Ireland's first settlers who lived around our coastline right through to 

our modern towns and cities. 

 

What do human beings need to live and survive in a place? 

Factors that were important in the past may not be important today 

 

a. People needed fresh water to drink, wash, cook and for sanitation so they usually 

settled near a river, lake or natural spring 

 

b. People needed food so they settled where it was available. Early settlers lived by 

the coast so they could eat shellfish and also close to plants that had berries and 

fruit. 

 

c. Settlers looked for dry places to build their huts so that they wouldn’t be flooded. 

These are known as dry point sites. 

 

d. Later settlers looked for good farmland to grow crops. 

 

e. As settlements grew, people began to trade with each other so they needed some 

form of transport. Rivers and river valleys were often used as routeways. 

 

f. Some settlement sites were chosen for easy defence. These settlements may be 

on a hill, by a river, an island on a lake or maybe a clifftop.  

 

g. When people began to build bridges over rivers, many settlements developed 

around these bridges or crossing points. These are called bridging points. 

 

h. Over time, settlements often developed where many forms of transport like roads 

and railways met. These are known as nodal point settlements. 

 

i. In modern Ireland other reasons determine where people live. These reasons 

include jobs, availability and price of houses, building land, schools, clubs, and 

other services. People like to live close to where there are a lot of services and 

facilities available to them. 

 

It is really important to remember that some settlements may have had many of the above 

factors that influenced their growth. Other settlements may have been formed because only 2 

or 3 of the above factors may have been present. 

 


